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Ready for the wedding bells?

Summer is known for its many
parties, so the chocolate can
also be tasted warm until the
early hours. With fruit or ice
cream ... all delicious.
Speaking of ice ... this requires
a double SWITCH ULTRA
enrobing machine to get lots of
chocolate around the ice. And
what do we do on October 28 if
it is national or international
chocolate day? Finally, we
show just how temptingly
round shapes :-) can be.
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Rent your 3in1 compact machine
Weddings, First Communion, spring parties, BBQs, .... the period of the
parties has begun again. Let the children dip their marshmallow or
piece of banana in some chocolate is really fun and original! Therefore
rent your 3 in 1 compact machine in the peak season! It brings you an
extra penny on your days off or during your vacation period. We have a
version with the 3 thermostats on the front (FRONT) or with the 3
thermostats on the rear (BACK). Chocolate with a colour, with a taste
or nut, ... it is all possible without damaging the machine. Full cleaning
after use is possible in a very short time. Prefamac has adapted
heating cabinets to melt additional chocolate for those fast chocoholics.
And there is also a 3in1 table on castors available to conveniently store
the machine when the opening dance starts..
With more photos you can choose from colours from pink to green
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The double SWITCH ULTRA
To enrobe products or ice cream with a lot of chocolate, a double
enrobing machine is needed: with 2 double chocolate curtains, 2
bottom baths, 2 vibrating units, 2 blowers, ... The machines are
available in 400, 500, 620, 820 ... up to 1200, 1300, 1500 and 1600
mm. The 1800 and 2000 mm machines are purely customized. Options
that can be added are filters, decoration, lick rollers, curtain trays for
stripes, detailer, blower, ... and of course the extra chocolate tray and
bottom bath. For each chocolate colour, there is its own chocolate tray
and own bottom bath. And for those heavy bottom baths … we have a
separate rack for that at Prefamac. SWITCHing thus becomes very
easy in this way!
With more photos you can see a few options (and a single machine).
Or visit our website www.prefamac.com where you can find the
associated cooling tunnels, melting kettles, tempering machines, ...

28/10 International Chocolate Day
Is 28/10 going to be a national or an international chocolate day? Many
countries have already established it, just as Halloween has entered
the world. Do we choose a bear or a clown that day, or a dog or a
house? With the single or double spinning machines from Prefamac
you can respond very flexibly to this. The relatively small and light
machines can be combined very flexibly. With the help of a warm-up
tunnel and a cooling tunnel, the figures almost run off the conveyor
themselves. Adjustable speed is provided as standard. A separate
blower on both sides can be another option.
We show more photos for the chocoholics, or for visitors who want to
get to know the LIGHT cooling tunnels. The Light of 40 or 50 cm belt
width can also be produced with higher capacities, so that the
production can be further increased.

Round shapes
No ... we are not talking about women :-) nor about round pralines.
Chocolate with round shapes !! That always looks super nice! Take for
example the Bubble or Bubble bar, the BabblesR and BabblesW,
bbbbbb ....... With the Wine horse and Fishes you are ready for the
summer competitions. And with the Seahorse and Sea star, little Choco
lovers immediately dive into the sea this summer.
With more photos even more glossy round shapes and of course our
Heart1 shouldn’t be forgotten!
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